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VET STUDENTS' TRANSNATIONAL MOBILITY - SLOVAKIA 
                               

Transnational mobility of VET secondary schools was organized and performed in an online form due to the Covid 
Pandemic situation and the National Regulations Slovakia had to follow.  
 
As for Slovakia, students present at the school premises took part in the online lessons/mobilities that had been 
organized by partner schools, Latvia and Bulgaria via different platforms providing online meetings.   
 
During six days Slovak students, chosen according to before agreed knowledge taken into consideration, elements of 
the Joint qualification of AWC were performed. Students at the online mobility have tried to acquire you knowledge 
according to the common curricula, quality and assessment standards.  
 
Discussions on topics related to the school modules went on between partner schools.  During the online mobility with 
Latvian colleagues, for four days, students took part in preparing and presenting individual spa and wellness treatment 
programs and were able to give recommendations ,after the online sesion, about health and lifestyle,  according to 
the Module 2.  
Slovak students enjoyed the Latvian mobility very much, as it was performed in a very attractive and convenient way. 
After the online sessions presentations of the discussed and practised elements were sent to us by the Latvian 
colleagues.  
 
 

          
 
 
 
 



During two days Slovak students also joined the Bulgarian colleagues and students in their wellness hotel in Bulgaria. 
As their mobility was performed according to WBL implementation, in a real wellness hotel, it had a great added value 
to the action organized and performed by them. Students were able to experience via zoom how important is to handle 
correctly  personal data of guests and internal rules, accotding to Module 4. The actions were performed in their 
national language and later translated into English.  
Before the Covid Pandemic had taken over Hotel Academy in Piešťany, Slovakia was planning to explore in the form 
of WBL implementation Module 1, so Bulgarian focuse on  "Client communication, scheduling, reservation” Scheduling 
– basic principles, structure and digital methods for scheduling were more than welcomed by our students. It gave a 
chance to compare at least in this form some of the similarities and differences on the national level in different 
countries. 
 
 

           
 
 
 
Online mobilities can partly supplement some activities and can be  " a bridge connecting isolated islands" but will 
never replace and substitute real experience people go through when they travel and learn in  a different country. 
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